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FACIJLTY AND STAFF
Above:  L.  to  R.:   George  Thomson,  John  Cordon.  Dwight  Bensend,  Rick  Hall,  Dean  Yoesting,  Randy  Heiligmann,  Larry
Promnitz, Dietmar Rose, Wendell Beardsley, Fred Hopkins, John Meadows,  not pictured;  Harold McNabb, Dean Presteman,
and  Wayne  Scholtes.
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Right: Henry H. Webster, Department Head.
THE  l974
RANDALL  B.  HEILIGMANN
Randy   joined   the   faculty   in   March,   1973.    He
received     his     B.S.     degree     in     Zoology-Wildlife
Management from Ohio State in  1965, his M.S. degree
in  Forest  Management from  Michigan  State  in  1968
and in 1971, his Ph.D. degree in Forest Ecology from
Michigan   State.  He  is  an  Assistant   Professor   and
Extension  F`orester  for  the  Department  of  Forestry
and  also  teaches  some  wildlife  courses.
He  worked as  a  graduate  research  assistant  and
forest  technician  during  his  stay  at  Michigan  State.
Randy was Assistant Professor in the Department of
Forestry,  University of Kentucky,  from  June  1971  to
March   1973.   His   research   interests   are   forest-Site
relations, plant-soil relationships, forest microclimate
studies,  and plant-water  relationships.
Forestry Association of Graduate Students
FAGS-Front Row, L. to R. :  Don Lee, Jeff Dawson, Wendy Cheng, Bill Hoover, Richard Ullrich, AI Schuler. Second Row, L. to
R. :  Hans Zurring, Dave Jensen,  Tim Max,  Greg Jones,  Erie Smith,  Craig Lenocker,  Hason Vurdu.  Third Row,  L.  to R.:  Tom
Hennessey, Dean Gjerstad, Gregg Linn, Steve Jungst, Ole Helgerson, Doug Ljungren.
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L. to R. :  Nancy Ryan, Doe Howard, Joyce Meis.
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RICHARD  B.  HALL
Rick   joined   the  faculty   on   January   lst,   1974.   He
received his B.S. in Forest Management in  1969 from
Iowa  State,  and  his  Ph.D.  in  Plant  Breeding-Plant
Genetics at the University of Wisconsin in 1974. He will
teach Forestry 302-Manipulation of Forest Vegetation,
Forestry  504-Applied  Forest  Biology,  and  Forestry
101-Introduction to  Forestry  and  Outdoor  Recreation
along  with  Dr.  Thomson.  An  interest  in  science  and
the  out-of-doors  prompted  Rick  to  join  the  Forestry
profession.   He   enjoys   canoeing,   hiking,   and   par-
ticipating  in  and  watching  sports.
It is Rick's belief that the growing public interest in
forests and forestry  will  provide  the  encouragement
(pressure)  and funding to do  a  better job of growing
forests and  securing goods  and services  from  them.
As  advice  to  those  who  are  aspiring  to  a  career  in
forestry,  Rick  advises  to  make  sure  it's  what  you
want,  then  devote  yourself  to  becoming  particularly
good in one aspect of the profession  and yet adept at
seeing "the larger" view and working with people of
diverse  backgrounds.  We  certainly  welcome  Rick  to
the faculty here and hope he enjoys it here.
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